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Morgan Bailey (Beth's co-worker, romantic interest)
Edward Daniels (incidental character)
Marilyn Daniels (incidental character)
Mark Daniels (Maxie's brother)
Maxie Daniels (Beth Mills' best friend)
Roger Ellison (doctor, friend of Aaron Mills)
Carl Gillis (incidental character)
Amy Grace (secretary at Misty Canyon Mine)
Andrea Grace (Amy's sister, incidental character)
Paula Kern (Beth Mills' mother)
Louise Martin (incidental character)
Aaron Mills (Beth Mills' husband)
Beth Mills (main character)
Bob Palmer (owner of Misty Canyon Mine)
Marvin Peters (mortician, Ivytown Funeral Home)
Annie Reardon (incidental character)
Anthony Simonetti (Aaron Mills' attorney)
Meredith Simonetti (Anthony's wife)
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ABOUT "MIND SWEEPER"
Mind Sweeper is a uniquely haunting mystery/suspense novel by Deborah O'Toole,
released by Club Lighthouse Publishing in 2021.
Newly-widowed Beth Mills accepts an outpouring of sympathy from her community after a
freak mining accident takes the life of her husband, Aaron. Unbeknownst to anyone, she is
secretly delighted that her cruel husband is lost to her, but never expects his vicious ghost to
return and haunt her in more ways than one.
For more, go to:
https://deborahotoole.com/
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Deborah O'Toole is the author of Celtic Remnants, a novel of enduring yet impossible love
and betrayal set in the turbulence of Ireland, glamour of London and wilds of Scotland. She
is also author of Glinhaven, Mind Sweeper and The Crypt Artist.
In addition, she writes darkly abstract poetry (Torn Bits & Pieces) and short-story juvenile
fiction (Short Tales Collection), and is the author of a series of historical essays, articles and
book reviews for Ambermont Magazine and Class Notes.
Writing as Deidre Dalton, Deborah is author of the "Collective Obsessions Saga," which
chronicles the extraordinary loves and dark obsessions between two families sweeping a
span of more than one hundred years, all set against the backdrop of a magnificent seaside
mansion in Maine. Books in the eight-part family saga include The Advent, Quixotic
Crossings, The Twain Shall Meet, Enthrallment, The Keeper's Journal, Hearts Desires, The
Twilight and Megan's Legacy. The novels were released by Club Lighthouse Publishing.
Also writing as Deidre Dalton, Deborah is author of "The Bloodline Trilogy." The novels
follow the uniquely magical yet ominous journey of three women through time. The trilogy
includes Bloodfrost, Bloodlust and Blood & Soul.
Using the pseudonym Shenanchie O'Toole, Deborah also writes for the recipe website Food
Fare. She is writer and co-editor of twelve cookbooks, along with more than forty titles in
the Food Fare Culinary Collection.
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